
Pui Ling School of The Precious Blood
Class Suspension Self-directed Learning Tasks (Phase 7)

Book 5B Unit 2 (Time flies)
Grammar Exercise 1

Class: 5 __ Name:_______________( ) Date:_______________
A. Study the following notes.

Pronouns
Subject
Pronoun

Object
Pronoun

Possessive
Adjective

Possessive
Pronoun

Reflexive
Pronoun

Singular

S +V V+ O ____+Noun ___+repeated noun
1. For emphasis
2. Subj.= Obj.

I me my mine myself
You you your yours yourself
He him his his himself
She
It

her her hers herself
it its its itself

Plural
We us our ours ourselves
You you your yours yourselves
They them their theirs themselves

B. Read the following table carefully.
 Reflexive pronoun

I We You You He She It They
myself ourselves yourself yourselves himself herself itself themselves

e.g. Ken can pack his bag (by) himself.
I always wash the dishes (by) myself.

C. Fill in the blanks with the correct reflexive pronouns.
e.g. You are a good boy. You can tidy up your bed by yourself .
1. Cathy can make cookies ______________.
2. Judy and Zoe like making toys by ______________.
3. I think I can take a bath by ______________.
4. Linda and I always wash the clothes by ______________.
5. Ivan and his friends can sweep the floor ______________.
6. You are good students. You should finish the work by _____________.
7. The cat is afraid of people. It likes playing ______________.



P.2

D. Fill in the blanks with the correct reflexive pronouns. Choose the
corresponding LETTERS.

A. myself B. ourselves C. yourself D. yourselves
E. himself F. herself G. itself H. themselves

Mum: Cindy is a clever girl. She can get dressed (1.)_____________

in the morning.

Dad: Franky can eat by (2.)______________. He can eat fast, too!

Mum: I think they are really smart. And they can carry their school bags

by (3.)______________ when they go to school.

Cindy: Mum, I can also take a bath (4.) ______________.

Dad: I think Cindy can tie her hair up by (5.)______________, right?

Mum: Yes, but the hairband always comes loose by (6.)_____________.

Franky: Dad, can you guess what else I can do?

Dad: I guess you can button your shirt (7.)______________.

Cindy: Yes, both of us can do a lot of things (8.)______________!

Franky: That’s right! We’re both clever. Ha! Ha!


